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The BedLocker Retractable tonneau cover by Pace Edwards offers the capability to open and close
the tonneau cover with the aid of a remote control. Yeah thatâ€™s right. An electric motorized
retractable tonneau cover. Just think of it, you are doing your Christmas shopping and coming out of
the store with your arms loaded with bags, just hit the button on the remote control and voilaâ€¦ the
tonneau cover on your truck opens up.

Is it worth the money?

Iâ€™m sure that some out there would say, what a waste of money, and there are others who would say
what a great and practical idea. For those of you who like lotâ€™s of extra toys on your truck, this is a
must. There are many who just love the capability that this feature provides. If you have some extra
cash lying around and you want a retractable tonneau cover, this is the one for you. This all may
seem like a sales pitch but I canâ€™t help it, I love the thought of opening a tonneau cover with a remote
control.

Is it just a fair weather tonneau cover? The cover itself is manufactured not to freeze or collapse
from snow. The frame and panels are made of aluminum and has a black powder coat finish. It is
built to have exceptional strength, security and style. To prevent water from entering through the
cover, Pace Edwards uses patented rubber hinge-seals. Pace Edwards make the Bedlocker
tonneau custom designed to fit the truck it was intended for. This truck bed cover also comes with a
remote cargo light to make it easy for you to see what you are doing. They say you can install it
within an hour. I think it can take anywhere from a half hour to a couple hours depending on how
mechanically inclined you are. The BedLocker lid comes with a one year warranty.

The bedlocker retractable tonneau cover fully opens in less than 30 seconds. You do have the
option to stop it anywhere you need it to. You do not have to do any drilling to install it, the tonneau
cover installs with clamps.

Some customers who have purchased the bedlocker tonneau cover said the materials were of very
high quality, and they love the smiles they get when they press the remote and the tonneau opens
up. Others said it was very secure with no rattles. Some had difficulty with the instruction that came
with the cover but once they figured it out, they were fine.

I guess to some, the Bedlocker with its remote function is a complete waste of money, but they
probably said the same thing about power windows and a power trunk. Some like the extra toy, they
are quite pleased and proud of. To others the electrical retractable tonneau cover with the remote
control by Pace Edwards is a necessity that they would find it hard to do without.
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